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Introduction

For our capstone project in the Advanced Cybersecurity Experience for Students (ACES)
Minor Program at the University of Maryland, we had the privilege of working with members of
the NSA in developing actuator profiles using the Open Command and Control (OpenC2)
language specifications. The goal was to develop actuator profiles that specifically targeted both
Amazon AWS and Microsoft Azure cloud services, from a syntax and formatting perspective.
The reasoning behind this is that Amazon AWS and Microsoft Azure, of all of the cloud services,
follow each other relatively closely in syntax and requirements, which means we could
potentially successfully create actuator profiles targeting both cloud providers.

Within the cloud service providers we were focusing on, we needed to also choose a
focus area. After reviewing the various areas in which both Amazon AWS and Microsoft Azure
provide services, we narrowed our choices down to Identity and Access Management (IAM) and
Compute. As a team, we felt that Identity and Access Management, while broad, would
potentially already be saturated with solutions, which would make it difficult for our team to
develop genuinely new solutions and actuator profiles. We decided, therefore, to focus on the
Compute functional area, as we felt that, as a slightly more niche functional area, it provided us
with an opportunity to develop new and interesting solutions and actuator profiles.

Background and Context

To begin this project, we spent a few weeks reviewing literature related to Amazon AWS,
Microsoft Azure, and OpenC2, specifically how each one works, is structured, and what each
aims to accomplish. OpenC2 was an especially steep learning curve because, unlike other coding
languages, OpenC2 focuses specifically on abstracting a command out into its building blocks so
that an actuator profile can then be developed for it. These actuator profiles can then push
commands from an OpenC2 consumer to an OpenC2 producer expecting a response in return.
These structured schemas, in conjunction with a simple communication protocol, create a
versatile tool to send and receive information across different platforms. According to OpenC2’s
vision, the standardized language tries to define abstractions that provide flexibility to
communicate with different cyber defense technologies (OASIS). The result of standardizing
communication provides a powerful adapter for the client to use for simple and quick requests
across different services. With this project, the focus is on cloud security on both AWS and
Azure services. Actuator profiles for these services allow users to communicate with targets like
Virtual Machines (VMs), containers, and serverless computation. Overall, OpenC2’s goal and
functionality help homogenize communication with these targets and many other functional area
targets across multiple cloud service providers.
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Use Cases

The main section of the paper provides commands for four different use cases where each
use case is divided into its own subsection. These subsections delve into the similarities of the
AWS and Azure commands required to remediate the use case. This then leads into a discussion
of how OpenC2 commands can be crafted based on these similarities. The use cases are: Denial
of Service, Brute Force Attacks, Malicious Tasks, and Cryptojacking.

Scenario: Denial of Service
As we discussed, different attacker scenarios that could affect multiple compute cloud

environments, a common one brought up was a general denial-of-service attack. It is simple to
use a botnet or paid service to reduce traffic on cloud virtual machines and prevent others from
remotely accessing resources on the cloud. Cook's article on comparitech shows that Distributed
Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks have become increasingly common over the years. More
specifically, DDoS attacks have increased by 33% between 2020 and 2021 and had increased
75% by the end of 2021. On top of this, IP packet spoofing and other DoS-related attacks were
gaining traction quarterly from 2020 to 2021. With this information in mind, DoS attacks are a
use case that should be considered when it comes to cloud security, especially when dealing with
virtual machines and their attached Virtual Networks (VNets). To make use of OpenC2’s
capabilities, we discussed two scenarios for preventing DoS attacks on cloud services: static IP
swapping, and modifying the VNet’s firewall.

The first OpenC2 actuator profile we developed is aimed at changing the static IP of
resources on the cloud. The reason we would want to modify the static IP of a resource is for a
cheap short-term solution against a denial-of-service attack. Simply put, the idea behind this is if
an attacker has to focus on a single IP to deploy their denial-of-service, then we just move to
another IP. This method will specifically target the network interface card resource that each
virtual machine can be attached to upon creation with a VNet. This remediation method will be
most beneficial for a smaller number of virtual machines as a short-term solution against a
denial-of-service attack.

The second OpenC2 actuator profile we developed is aimed at using the VNet’s firewall
rules to prevent Denial-of-Service. It is common to have a firewall to prevent malicious requests
from entering the network. Many cloud service providers provide the features for adjusting
policies on the firewall resource attached to the VNet. AWS and Azure share the ability to
control ingress or egress filtering for multiple IP addresses. Ingress filtering filters traffic
entering the network, while egress filtering filters traffic leaving the network. Our
implementation focuses on ingress filtering, since Denial-of-Service attacks emphasize pushing
information into the network, rather than extracting information from it. Ingress filtering the
firewall will also have the benefit of affecting the entire VNet attached to the firewall, as
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opposed to only adjusting the settings of a few VMs using the first actuator profile we
developed.

AWS: Swapping Static IPs
Using AWS’ Lightsail solution, the commands required to carry out these use cases are

rather simple. This is because AWS does not use a hierarchical structure when designing
dependencies for its virtual private servers. Instead, each virtual machine can be directly
modified using the name of the virtual machine and whatever attributes need to be changed. This
makes modifying the attributes of a Lightsail Virtual Machine easy, since there is no parental
structure to worry about.

The first actuator profile under consideration is the swapping of static IP addresses for a
virtual machine instance. To do this, AWS requires two arguments: the name of the instance, and
the name attached to the static IP address. AWS requires a name to be attached to static IP
addresses so they can more easily be referred to. Names should be unique to each allocated IP
address in the AWS IP pool.

To perform this swap, IP addresses should be placed in the AWS IP pool. This can be
done by performing the allocate function. The syntax for this command is as follows: aws
lightsail allocate-static-ip --static-ip-name {new ip}. This allocates a random IP
address to the pool with the desired name for future reference. The next logical step in this
process is to detach the current IP address from the instance name. It is possible that the name of
the currently attached IP address is unknown. This can be remediated by querying the current IP
addresses with the following command: aws lightsail get-static-ips. The old IP address
may be detached from the instance with the following command: aws lightsail
detach-static-ip --static-ip-name {old ip}. Subsequently, the newly allocated static IP
address can be attached with: aws lightsail allocate-static-ip --static-ip-name {new
ip}. Finally, as a cleanup measure, if the old IP address is to be removed from the IP pool, the
following command should be used: aws lightsail release-static-ip –static-ip-name
{old ip}.

AWS: Modifying Firewall Rules
The second actuator profile under the Denial of Service use case is the modification of

firewall rules for VM instances. More specifically, this profile aims to limit which IP addresses
are allowed access to the virtual machine by allow-listing certain ranges. Similarly to the first
actuator profile, AWS only needs two variables to carry out this procedure: the name of the
virtual machine instance and the IP range that should be either allowed or restricted. This process
turns out to be a lot simpler than the first actuator profile, since it only requires two main
commands to perform the operations, and one additional command to query the current state of
the virtual machine.

The allow-listing procedure starts with a query of the current IP rules associated with an
instance. Tp query, aws lightsail get-instance-port-states –instance-name {name}
should be run to get an idea of which ports are currently open. This is important because when
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Lightsail virtual machines are first spun up, they have port 22 and 80 open to all IP addresses by
default. To prevent access to all ports for a certain address range, use the following command:

aws lightsail close-instance-public-ports \
--port-info protocol=all,fromPort=0,toPort=65535,cidrs={IP_RANGE} \
--instance-name {INSTANCE NAME}

As noted before, the only input required for this command is the address range in CIDR
(Classless Inter-Domain Routing) format, and the name of the instance that is being modified. To
allow-list an IP range, a command similar to the previous one should be run. This command is
additive, meaning that multiple rules can be stacked on top of one another. If a rule is to be
replaced, then the process would be to query the existing rules, close the rules, and finally add
the new rules. Adding has the following format:

aws lightsail open-instance-public-ports \
--port-info protocol=all,fromPort=0,toPort=65535,cidrs={IP_RANGE} \
--instance-name {INSTANCE NAME}

Azure: Changing a Static IP address
Azure’s commands in the command-line will be slightly more complicated than AWS’s

commands when accomplishing the remediation methods. This is mainly due to Azure’s nature
of having hierarchical resources which rely on dependencies and require multiple attributes to
specify. Having said that, the first remediation method for changing static IPs will be done in two
steps: creating a new public IP, and attaching the network interface card of a VM to that new
static IP. The other method, which requires changing the firewall policy, will include creating a
collection along with its resource dependencies.

For changing the static IP address, you will need to create a new IP address and attach it
to a specific NIC (Network Interface Card). Azure keeps its commands for the CLI under a
hierarchy, so networking-related commands can be found under “az network”. The creation of a
public IP will require a name that is important to keep for future modification or deletion.
Moreover, Azure requires a resource group name for most commands, so while not necessary,
it’s possible to create more than one public IP of the same name. The creation of a static public
IP in the command-line is:

az network public-ip create -g {resource group name} -n {Public IP Name}
--allocation method Static

Once the new static public IP is created, it will need to be attached to an NIC. As
previously mentioned, the name of the public IP is required, along with the name of the NIC with
its IP configuration name. The IP configuration essentially specifies the IP version, type, private
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IP address, and public IP address of the NIC. The command for updating the NIC can also be
found under “az network”:

az network nic ip-config update --name {name of ip config} --nic-name {name of
nic} --public-ip-address {name of new pub IP} --resource-group {group name}

Azure: Modifying Firewall Rules
Modifying Azure’s firewall resources will be slightly more complicated, especially

compared to AWS. To add ingress filtering, a collection rule needs to be made. Azure uses
collections to manage resources into units. In this case, the resource we would use is the network
rule to control ingress filtering. The collection dependency list is: network -> firewall -> policy
-> rule collection group. So a VNet is required for the firewall, a firewall required for the policy,
and a collection group is required for the collection. Once these dependencies are fulfilled, the
following command can be used to enable allow-listing as a method of ingress filtering:

az network firewall policy rule-collection-group collection
add-filter-collection
--policy-name {name of policy}
--rule-collection-group-name {group collection name}
--name {name of collection}
--action Allow
--rule-name {name of rule in collection}
--source-addresses {IPs or subset to filter}
--destination-addresses “*”
--destination-ports “*”

Once the rule isn’t needed anymore, it can be removed with the following command:

az network firewall policy rule-collection-group collection rule remove
--collection-name {name of collection}
--name {rule name}
--policy-name {name of policy}
--rcg-name {name of collection group}

Similarities
With the complexities of Azure’s hierarchical command invocations, it will need to

comply with AWS’s simplicity of instance modification. The actions for creating and attaching
static IPs provided the following attributes for each cloud service provider:
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Azure Both AWS

Group name
Allocation method
NIC name
IP configuration name

New public IP name Old public IP name
VM name

Figure 1A

What AWS and Azure share is the new static public IP name, which can easily be
included in the actuator profile. However, reductions need to be made to incorporate other
attribute names and not make the actuator profile more complex than it needs to be, since the
goal is to generalize communication between cloud service providers. Azure’s group name can
be removed since Azure has an az configure command, which sets the default resource group
that any Azure command requires. OpenC2 can set a default group name or query the default
group name for the cloud resources they need to access. Many other reductions can be done
through querying as well. The NIC name and IP configuration can be queried using the VM
name. So overall, we will require the VM name for querying most of the information from Azure
and AWS. We can have the new public IP name be optional or set a default name that can be
incorporated into the functionality of the actuator profile.

Modifying firewall rules has a larger disparity in attributes between AWS and Azure:

Azure Both AWS

Group name
Policy name
Rule name
Firewall name
Collection group
Collection

IP address range Instance name

Figure 1B

Although it may seem difficult to reduce, finding commonalities for modifying the
firewall is much easier if we follow the logic of querying variables using a resource name. Here
we can take the instance name from AWS and specify that as the attribute for Azure as well. As
previously mentioned, the group name can be set to a default group. The dependencies of a
single collection can help find what needs to be queried to obtain the collection name to which to
add firewall rules. In Azure, we can modify the instance name to regard the firewall name. AWS
has the advantage of controlling the firewall of specific instances, while Azure can control the
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firewall for a specific VNet. In this case, an AWS instance is its own VNet, since more than one
lightsail instance will not share the same network. The VNet name of Azure can therefore
correlate to the instance name attribute of AWS. Finally, the IP address range to ingress filter will
be optional, so that not specifying it would allow no IPs to enter the virtual network.

Proposed Actuator Profile Structure
With the similarities between AWS and Azure, actuator profiles can be created for the

Denial of Service use case. The following actuator profiles are designed using the overlapping
variables between AWS and Azure. These variables are used as attributes in the target
definitions.

As discussed before, the only two essential attributes needed when changing an IP
address are the instance name and the name assigned to the new IP address. Figure 1C shows the
target definition for this OpenC2 Actuator profile. The action is ‘update’ since the IP address
field of the instance is being updated to a new value. The ‘new_ip_name’ field is left optional in
case the user would like to reuse the same name when going from the old static address to the
new one.

Figure 1C

Figure 1D shows the request and response of the profile. The Producer sends the request
to the consumer, who will send back the associated response. The response for this specific
profile consists of two parts. The status field reflects whether or not the request was successful,
and the ‘new_ip’ field provides the new static IP address that has been assigned to the instance.
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Figure 1D

For the second actuator profile of the Denial of Service use case, the target definition
becomes somewhat more complicated. Figure 1E shows the target definition for creating the
allow-list firewall rule. The action chosen for this target definition is ‘create’, since the firewall
rule is being created to restrict access to the instance. All of the attributes are required by Azure,
but AWS does not require the ‘rule_name’ attribute. This can be overcome by having the
Consumer store the rule name internally so when the rule is to be modified, it performs a simple
lookup to perform the action. This allows the producer to assign rule names to all firewall rules,
regardless of the cloud provider.

Figure 1E

Figure 1G is the target definition to remove existing firewall rules. The action chosen for
this definition is ‘delete’, since an existing rule that is associated with the instance is being
deleted. The attributes here are the same as the create target definition. The functionality with the
‘rule_name’ attribute remains unchanged.
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Figure 1F

Finally, the respective requests and responses are provided for the two target definitions.
Much like the target definitions, these are largely the same besides the action fields reflecting
their respective commands. The responses simply return a status reflecting whether or not the
command executed successfully. For example, with a status of 200, the firewall rules have been
updated successfully. Figure 1G shows the OpenC2 Request and Response for the create
command. Figure 1H shows the OpenC2 Request and Response for the delete command.

Figure 1G
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Figure 1H

Scenario: Brute Force Attacks
The two scenarios that we focused on were related to brute force attacks. According to

Fortinet, “A brute force attack is a hacking method that uses trial and error to crack passwords,
login credentials, and encryption keys. It is a simple yet reliable tactic for gaining unauthorized
access to individual accounts and organizations’ systems and networks. The hacker tries multiple
usernames and passwords, often using a computer to test a wide range of combinations, until
they find the correct login information.” There are a myriad of methods that can be used to
perform brute force attacks, and we, therefore, wanted to focus on potential commands that could
be useful in mitigating brute force attacks in general, rather than focusing on a specific method
of brute force attack.

The first OpenC2 actuator profile that we worked on developing was an actuator profile
that would restart a Virtual Machine. We felt that, despite not being a permanent solution to a
brute force attack, when paired with actuator profiles proposed by our team members, such as
changing the static IP address of a Virtual Machine, this could prove to be an effective solution
in slowing down a brute force attack before it could then hopefully be more permanently
remedied. Restarting a Virtual Machine would stop the login process and close the connection to
a Virtual Machine. This would mean that, for about a minute or two, an attacker would not
physically be able to try to attack the Virtual Machine, as the connection was not open.

The second OpenC2 actuator profile that we worked on developing was an actuator
profile that would create a Network Security Group (NSG) and Network Security Rules that
would allow us to restrict permitted IP addresses to a specific range. We felt that this actuator
profile could be useful in acting as the “other side of the coin” of the actuator profile we
reviewed that denied specific IP address ranges. An NSG would allow us to group a set of
Virtual Machines or, in the case of Microsoft Azure, a Resource Group, into a

Network Security Group, to which we could then apply networking rules and restrictions, which
can be configured in ways to help mitigate brute force attacks.
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AWS: Restarting a VM
In terms of AWS, the process of restarting a VM is simple. The command to restart the

VM is: aws ec2 reboot-instances --instance-ids <i-xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx>. AWS CLI
commands rely on the --instance-ids parameter to distinguish which VM instance a user
wishes to perform a command on. More specifically, unlike Azure, there is no --name parameter
that a user can denote whilst creating a VM instance from the CLI. Therefore, the reboot
command above must include an instance ID. When the command is executed, the VM is
restarted/rebooted, which kicks all active users logged into the machine; this can allow for
further actions to be performed (IP rule modification, terminating the VM, etc.).

AWS: Security Group Creation
AWS utilizes a “security group”. A security group acts as a virtual firewall, controlling

the traffic that is allowed to reach and leave the resources that it is associated with. For example,
after you associate a security group with an EC2 instance, it controls the inbound and outbound
traffic for the instance. The AWS CLI allows users to create new security groups, set ingress and
egress rules for the security group, and modify a running VM instance to put a new security
group in place. The command to create a new security group is aws ec2
create-security-group. There are a number of parameters to go along with the command,
but in this specific example, we use:

● --group-name <value>
This parameter is used to name your new security group. For this example, the security group
can be coined “BruteForceProtection”.

● --description <value>
AWS allows users to utilize this parameter to describe their new security group. For simplicity's
sake, the security group can be described as “Brute Force Protection”.

● --vpc-id <value>
Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (Amazon VPC) enables you to launch AWS resources into a
virtual network that you've defined. This virtual network closely resembles a traditional network
that you'd operate in your own data center, with the benefits of using the scalable infrastructure
of AWS. Users are assigned a default VPC that comes with a public subnet, an internet gateway,
settings to enable DNS resolution, etc. A user’s VPC ID can be found in the CLI or AMS
console.
The example command: aws ec2 create-security-group --group-name BruteForce
--description “Brute Force Protection” --vpc-id <vpc-xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx>
executed in the CLI will create the new security group “BruteForce”

AWS: Setting Ingress Rules
The command to add specified inbound (ingress) rules to a security group is aws ec2

authorize-security-group-ingress. An inbound rule can permit instances to receive traffic
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from the specified IPv4 or IPv6 CIDR address range. authorize-security-group-ingress
can be executed with a number of variables, and the specific ones we utilize in this example are:

● --group-id <value>
The security group ID is the value to be placed after this parameter. The security group

ID is the output of the create-security-group command, but it can also be found in the AMI.
● --protocol <value>

This parameter requires a specific protocol for each rule (for example, TCP). For TCP
and UDP, you must also specify the destination port or port range.

● --port <value>
For TCP or UDP: The range of ports to allow. A single integer or a range (min-max).

● --cidr <value>
CIDR is an acronym that stands for Classless Inter-Domain Routing. In simpler terms, a

CIDR block is an IP address range.
The example command: aws ec2 authorize-security-group-ingress --group-id

<sg-xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx> --protocol tcp --port 22 --cidr xxx.xx.xxx.xx/32
executed in the CLI will create new ingress firewall rules (the protocol as TCP in port 22 for the
specified IP range) in the security group “BruteForce” stated above.

AWS: Modifying a Running Instance
The last step to implementing the new security group/firewall is modifying the desired

instance. The aws ec2 modify-instance-attribute command can be used to alter a running
instance. Variables to be used with this command are:

● --instance-id
● --groups

More specifically, running the command: aws ec2 modify-instance-attribute
--instance-id <i-xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx> --groups <sg-xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx> can be used
to specify the instance using the --instance-id parameter and setting your newly created
security group with the --groups parameter.

Azure: Restarting a VM
In Microsoft Azure’s Command-Line Interface (CLI), the process of restarting a Virtual

Machine is simple. The command for restarting a Virtual Machine is az VM restart and requires
either a specification of a Virtual Machine’s name or the Resource Group identifier that the
Virtual Machine resides in. This hierarchical structure of Azure allows you to not only restart a
specific Virtual Machine but also gives you the option to restart all of the Virtual Machines that
reside inside of a specific Resource Group. The full command in Microsoft Azure
Command-Line Interface for restarting a Virtual Machine, then, is:

az vm restart [--force] [--ids] [--name] [--no-wait] [--resource-group]
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While Azure’s command for restarting a Virtual Machine only requires either a Virtual
Machine name or a Resource Group name, it also gives you additional optional parameters. The
--force option restarts the Virtual Machine by entirely redeploying the Virtual Machine, which
is useful in the event of an unresponsive Virtual Machine. The --id option allows you to provide
a list of space-delimited Virtual Machine ids for which the restart command will be
implemented. The --name parameter allows you to specify the name of a Virtual Machine, and is
denoted by placing -n in front of the Virtual Machine’s name, while the --no-wait option
forcibly restarts the Virtual Machine without waiting for the long-running operation to complete.
Lastly, the --resource-group parameter allows you to specify the Resource Group in which the
Virtual Machine is contained, and is denoted by placing -g before the name of the Resource
Group. This parameter allows you to restart all of the Virtual Machines in a Resource Group with
a command such as

az vm restart --ids $(az vm list -g [ResourceGroupName] --query “[].id” -o tsv

Azure: Network Security Group Creation
To implement a Network Security Rule in Microsoft Azure, we first need to create a

Network Security Group. The command in Microsoft Azure’s CLI for creating a new Network
Security Group is:

az network nsg create --name --resource-group [--location] [--tags]

This command requires only two parameters. There is the name of the Network Security
Group, denoted by -n. The other parameter specifies the Resource Group by through -g. Both the
--location and --tags parameters allow you to further customize the Network Security Group
inside of Microsoft Azure’s hierarchical structure.

Now that we have created a Network Security Group, we need to create a Network
Security Rule. Network Security Rules allow you to create specific parameters related to a
Resource Group or Virtual Machines and are created using the following command:

az network nsg rule create --name --nsg-name --priority --resource-group
[--access {Allow, Deny}] [--direction {Inbound, Outbound}]   [--protocol {*, Ah,
Esp, Icmp, Tcp, Udp}] [--source-address-prefixes]

The Network Security Rule command includes more optional parameters that can be
used, but for this actuator profile, these are the necessary parameters. The name parameter,
denoted with -n in the command itself, will allow you to name the Network Security Rule that
you are implementing. The nsg-name specifies the Network Security Group under which this
rule will be created, and is denoted by the --nsg-name placed before the name of the Network
Security Group in the command. Priority allows you to rank, relatively, the priority of this
Network Security Rule. Importantly, for our actuator profile, is the source address prefixes
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parameter, which will allow us to specify, via space-delimited entities, the source IP addresses
that we wish to allow to access the Virtual Machine.

Similarities and Proposed Actuator Profiles
Similarities: Restart

With the similarities between AWS and Azure, actuator profiles can be created for the
Brute Force use case. Whilst creating the OpenC2 target definition for restarting a VM, we
considered similarities for both AWS and Azure in terms of CLI command. For the virtual
machine restart response steps, the common attributes between both AWS and Azure are instance
ID/VM name and resource group (required in the CLI for Azure) which can also grant the ability
to restart multiple VMs.

Figure 2A

Figure 2B

For Amazon AWS, the primary variable required to restart a Virtual Machine is the
Instance’s ID. For Microsoft Azure, there is also the option of adding the Resource Group, and
we, therefore, felt that these two variables along with the “restart” action formed our actuator
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profile best. “Restart” is defined as “Stop then start a system or an activity” in the OpenC2
language specification. Upon success, the returned status code is 200.

Similarities: Classless Inter-domain Routing
In terms of similarity, we kept this actuator profile simple. As users of both AWS and

Azure can create multiple security groups/firewall rules, we found that the similarities are the
instance ID (the identifier of a running VM instance), a security group ID (for AWS), and the
network security group name (for Azure). By making this use case contingent upon the prior
creation of security groups, we can create flexibility for this OpenC2 actuator profile.

Figure 2C

Figure 2D

This second OpenC2 actuator profile is contingent upon the prior creation of the security
group/network security group. Unlike the DDoS example above, this actuator profile does not
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handle the creation of the AWS security group/Azure network security group. However, if you
refer to Figures 1D and 1E in the DDoS use case, you can see how to utilize actuator profiles to
create the new firewall rules. We found that having this use case in place allows for more
flexibility outside of just Brute Force attacks. More specifically, the ability to have various rules
per security group allows OpenC2 users to implement specific security groups or network
security group IDs, for specific use cases. For example, let's say you have 2 different security
groups in both AWS and Azure. One is “sg-1” which sets the VM to only allow a certain IP
range. The other is “sg-2” which sets a protocol and a port restriction. The OpenC2 user has the
option to choose either sg-1 or sg-2 to implement to be able to most effectively mitigate against
specific attacks on a case-by-case basis.

Scenario: Malicious Tasks
When thinking about cybersecurity, we are trying to defend against attackers from

carrying out malicious attacks. In the context of Utility Compute, we defined a malicious task to
be any operation performed by the cloud server not approved by the cloud client. Some scenarios
could be an attacker distributing malware or using the client’s virtual machine as a bridge to
compromising and extracting data from the client’s databases or storage. The resulting impact
from such an attack could include wasted resources, intended computing tasks being disrupted,
and leaked information. Preventing compute resources from being utilized inappropriately and
exposing valuable resources is the inspiration for automating the incident response process and
developing OpenC2 actuator profiles in this project.

The incident response process starts after detection. Once a resource usage monitor
reports an unexpected spike, response steps can be taken. The two response steps we’ve chosen
are resizing the virtual machine to limit resource usage, and encrypting storage disks to protect
any stored data. The rationale behind choosing to resize the virtual machine is that intended
behavior could still be available while eliminating unintended behavior by reducing any resource
overheads. For encrypting storage disks, the idea is that even if our resources are compromised,
the attackers won’t be able to extract any valuable information from the encrypted storage.

To develop the OpenC2 actuator profiles, we explored how each response step can be
automated using the command-line interface (CLI) for AWS and Azure.

AWS: Resizing the VM
Using the CLI for AWS, resizing the virtual machine can be broken down into four

different steps:
1. Get instance ID for VM of interest
2. Stop the instance
3. Change the instance type
4. Start the modified instance

There are various ways for a user to get the instance ID of a virtual machine. First,
ec2metadata is a command accessible via the cloud-utils package. Although this method is fairly
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simple, having to install a package not already included is a drawback especially when the other
methods don’t need extra dependencies. The next method is parsing out the instance ID from the
describe-instances functionality provided by the AWS CLI, which lists information about all
instances under the client’s control. Again, this method is better than the first, but the next
method will be able to retrieve the instance ID while skipping over this middling
describe-instances step. When creating an instance, it was noted that the JSON output includes
the instance ID. Utilizing command-line piping and the awk command, the instance ID can be
extracted directly after starting an instance. Below is an example command of parsing out the
instance ID while starting an instance:

aws ec2 run-instances --image-id {image id} --count 1 --instance-type
{instance type} --key-name {key name} --security-group-ids {group id} | awk
'/InstanceId/ {print $2}' | cut -d '"' -f 2

The above three methods were the ones we explored, but further work could identify a better
method.

Once the instance ID is identified, another piece of information needed is the instance
type that the virtual machine will change to. The target instance type can be constant or dynamic
depending on the client’s use case, but we will assume that this has already been determined in
some way. Below is an example table of instance types provided by AWS:

Figure 3A

With both the instance ID and instance type, executing the commands is straightforward.
To stop the instance, run aws ec2 stop-instances --instance-ids {instance ID}. To
change the instance type, run aws ec2 modify-instance-attribute --instance-id
{instance ID} --instance-type "{\"Value\": \"{new instance type}\"}". Lastly, to
start the modified instance, run aws ec2 start-instances --instance-ids {instance ID}.
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AWS: Encrypt EBS
Encrypting the volumes of an AWS Virtual Machine isn’t actually possible in the

moment. Instead, AWS requires that an entirely new volume be created and attached to the
Virtual Machine in question, before then copying everything over from the old volume in its
encrypted or decrypted format. In order do to this, a new volume must be created of equal or
greater size than the volume that needs to be decrypted or encrypted. This can be done with the
following command where either the --encrypted or --no-encrypted flag is passed:

aws ec2 create-volume --availability-zone {value} (--encrypted |
--no-encrypted)--size {size_in_GiB}

This volume is then attached to the virtual machine in question and, as a privileged user,
a copy is created. This copy can be done with dd:
dd if=/dev/xvdf of=/dev/xvdg bs=4096

Finally, the old volume is then removed if desired.

Azure: Resizing a VM
In Azure’s CLI, resizing the virtual machine utilizes the resize command. Similar to

AWS, an instance type, or VM size as Azure calls it, needs to be determined. The list of VM size
options can be viewed by running:
az vm list-vm-resize-options --resource-group {resource group name} --name {VM
name} --output table

Once the target VM size is determined, resizing the virtual machine can be done with this
one command:

az vm resize --resource-group {resource group name} --name {VM name} --size
{VM size}

Azure: Encrypting a Disk
Encrypting the disks of Azure virtual machines is significantly easier than encrypting the

volumes of AWS machines. To encrypt the disks of an Azure machine, a user must provide a
target VM, the resource group of that VM, and keys with which to encrypt the VM. Azure allows
the user to specify whether to encrypt the data or operating system volumes if desired, and the
entire disk is encrypted if neither is specified. The encryption can then be done with the
following command:

az vm encryption enable --resource-group {group_name} --name {vm_name} \
--disk-encryption-keyvault {key_store}
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Similarities
For the virtual machine resize response step, the two common attributes are instance

ID/VM name and instance type/VM size. Although the two platforms use different names, the
functionality it is trying to achieve can be viewed the same way.

For the encryption of volumes and disks, the only similarity between performing this
action in Azure and AWS is the need to provide the virtual machine whose disks or volumes
must be decrypted. A user can, additionally, specify a keystore for the encryption step in AWS. If
a keystore is not specified, AWS will use the user’s default keystore. In Azure, however, a
keystore is required to be specific for all operations.

Proposed Actuator profile structure
Below is the new target for resizing the virtual machine.

Figure 3B
As mentioned in the section above, two properties are needed: a name that identifies the

instance, and a target size that the instance will change to. The action “set” fits best as the
configuration of a managed entity is changing.

Figure 3C
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Both the instance_name and new_size are required since the instance cannot be identified
without the instance_name, and the target size cannot be determined without new_size. Upon
success, the returned status code is 200. Below is the proposed target set for encrypting the disks
of a virtual machine.

Figure 3D

We believe that the update action fits best here since we are actively modifying the state
of a virtual machine through the process of encrypting or decrypting data. As mentioned above,
the name or id of the virtual machine is required, along with the name of the volume to modify.
Finally, a flag is also needed to specify whether the encrypt or decrypt operation is desired.

The following is a request and response pair representing a successful update of a disk:

Figure 3E
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Scenario: Cryptojacking
Another attacker scenario we examined was cryptojacking, which, in the context of the

cloud, is the unauthorized use of computing resources to mine cryptocurrency. In a 2021 study
done by Google that looked at 50 recently compromised Google Cloud instances, it was found
that 86% led to cryptocurrency miners being installed in customer environments (Shead). Google
also found that in the majority of cases, mining software was installed within 22 seconds of
gaining access. We, therefore, felt that cryptojacking was a significant threat to the Compute
functional area and warranted some exploration.

The compromise that enables cryptojacking to occur is when an unauthorized user gains
permission to either create new VMs or modify the jobs running on existing ones. As a
consequence, a malicious actor may incur extra charges for the compute resources allotted for
crypto mining. In addition, cryptojacking can hinder progress on authorized jobs that the user
wants to run. This scenario presents significant risks, especially to large-scale clients.

The response objectives for cryptojacking are to remove crypto-miner malware and
prevent any further unauthorized access to compute resources. One natural response step
involves querying and deleting the compromised user so they can no longer make configuration
changes. This was omitted since it falls under the scope of the IAM functional area rather than
Compute. The response step that we concentrated on was terminating an unauthorized VM
instance, which effectively removes the malware by deleting the VM and releasing all compute
resources. Of course, cryptojacking could target containers as well, but in that case, everything is
analogous to the VM scenario.

AWS: Terminating a VM Instance
The AWS CLI has a simple structure as seen below:

$ aws [service name] [action] [parameters]

This structure applies universally to all AWS commands including our scenario for
cryptojacking. Since our first intention is to terminate the faulty instance, we would specify ec2
for the service name, input terminate-instances for action, and define --instance-ids
<i-1234567890> as our parameters. The parameter section can include multiple instances in the
event that the user wants to terminate multiple instances at once. In AWS, a user can also stop an
instance. This is known as deallocation in Azure. The difference between stopping and
terminating a VM is that stopping simply cuts off resources for a limited time, whereas
terminating deletes the VM entirely. You can start up a stopped instance but you can’t recover a
terminated instance.
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Azure: Terminating a VM Instance
Similar to some of the scenarios above, the Azure command to delete a VM instance also

takes either the VM name or resource group identifier as arguments. There are also optional
arguments to force deletion, or not wait for the long-running operation to finish. The full
command is the following:

az vm delete [--force-deletion] [--ids] [--name] [--no-wait]
[--resource-group] [--yes]

An example of a command that deletes the VM called “MyVM” in the resource group
called “MyResourcesGroup” without a prompt for confirmation is:

az vm delete -g MyResourceGroup -n MyVm --yes

Similarities
There are quite a few interesting similarities between these two services as well as a few

notable differences. The most important similarity is that both AWS and Azure can deallocate or
terminate an instance. This offers versatility in dealing with an instance that is compromised. As
a first step, you could analyze its activity and, if the VM was found to be faulty, you could then
go ahead and terminate it. Another similarity is the structure of the commands themselves. Both
AWS and Azure require the command to include the respective cloud provider, and the service,
followed by any additional specific command and/or parameters.

Going off of this, the main difference we as a class concluded is that Azure seems to be
slightly more complicated when it comes to certain commands. Where AWS just has service
name, action, and parameters, Azure requires service name, object, resource group, actions, and
parameters. It seems that Azure has more of a hierarchical structure as it organizes its instances
within resource groups. This may be an extra step, but it can also save users some time if they
want to deallocate or terminate all of the instances in that group. This could be a possibility if
every instance was infected with cryptojacking malware. Again, in this instance, Azure would be
the better choice, however, for other scenarios, AWS remains simpler.
Proposed Actuator Profile Structure

The commands for terminating a VM instance in AWS and Azure have parallel structures
to those for restarting a VM. So, as seen in the restart response step for the brute force scenario,
the target definition for a VM includes a required “instance_name” field which represents either
the instance ID (for AWS) or the VM name (for Azure). Additionally, there is an optional
“resource_group” field used for Azure. Since this response step corresponds to removing a VM
instance entity, it makes sense to use the “delete” OpenC2 action.

To allow for more granular command and control, the target is defined by a single VM
rather than a collection. Therefore, we have the following target definition for this actuator
profile:
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Figure 4A

A successful request will return a 200 status code as well as the instance name of the
targeted VM and the start and end times of the request. The following is an example request and
response:

Figure 4B
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Further Work

Looking at the future of the work we have established so far, it is important to consider
other cloud providers that have major footholds in the cloud industry. As of now, the OpenC2
commands that we have structured are optimized for AWS and Azure only. Looking into the
information that other cloud providers require to perform the above actions could change the
structure of our OpenC2 commands.

One other simplification that we have made in our research is focusing on one type of
Virtual Private Server (VPS) when creating the commands. For example, for the AWS side of the
Denial of Service use case, only Amazon Lightsail is considered for the attributes. Other types of
VPSs like EC2 may require more information to be passed into the OpenC2 commands. This
means that the current design of our commands would need to be changed, such as providing
more attributes to accommodate the structure of these other cloud services.

Finally, we have not implemented any of these commands. Much of what we have
provided in this paper lays the groundwork for a draft implementation. We expect Producers to
send out the commands we have provided with appropriate responses from the Consumers. In
certain cases, the Consumers will likely need to store extra information for the commands to be
fully functional. Currently, many of the responses to our commands simply contain status codes
to reflect whether or not the command was executed successfully. These responses from the
consumers will also be subject to change depending on what other information the implementer
deems to be useful to the Producer.

Conclusion

In this semester-long project, we’ve worked to provide OpenC2 with the tools to enable
command, control, and response with different cloud service providers. While there can be cases
when using OpenC2 can promote the efficiency of cloud resources, such as load balancing, this
project has been focused on cyber defense. As such, we created actuator profiles with cloud
security in mind. This compelled us to create unique solutions through actuator profiles based on
real use cases we researched regarding cloud security. For our target area of Utility Compute,
attacks such as DDoS, Brute Force, Malicious Tasks, and Cryptojacking are all common attacks
to be carried out against cloud service providers that make computing resources and
infrastructure management available to customers.

Through exploring AWS and Azure, we were able to gain deeper insight into aspects such
as utilizing the Command-Line Interface or AMI Console for combating cyber threats. By doing
so, we were able to break down the Utility Compute aspect of these cloud service providers to
assist us in finding points of similarities between the two providers and how we can apply certain
principles to create OpenC2 Actuator Profiles. Overall, we believe that our work has helped to
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expand OpenC2 towards use cases in the ever-growing world of cloud technology. As OpenC2
grows, we are proud to find that our research presents viable solutions toward imminent attacks
against features such as VMs, containers, etc.
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